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RUN-TIME TYPE COMPUTATIONS IN THE 
WARREN ABSTRACT MACHINE 
CHRISTOPH BEIERLE AND GREGOR MEYER 
D The type concept of the logic programming language PROTOS-L supports 
sorts, subsort relationships, and parametric polymorphism. Due to the 
order-sortedness, types are also present at run time, replacing parts of the 
deduction process required in an unsorted version by efficient type compu- 
tations. Together with the polymorphism, most of the flexibility of untyped 
logic programming carries over to the order-sorted approach. The opera- 
tional semantics of PROTOS-L is based on polymorphic order-sorted 
resolution. Starting from an abstract specification, we show how this 
operational semantics can be implemented efficiently by an extension of 
the Warren Abstract machine, and give a detailed description of all 
instructions and low-level procedures responsible for type handling. Since 
the extension leaves the WAM’s AND/OR structure unchanged, it allows 
for all WAM optimizations like last call optimization, environment trim- 
ming, etc. Moreover, the extension is orthogonal in the sense that any 
program part not exploiting the facilities of computing with subtypes is 
executed with almost the same efficiency as on the original WAM. a 
1. INTRODUCTION 
When introducing types into logic programming, there are various different points 
of view. One can distinguish between an operational approach where the notion of 
type is merely a syntactic one and the underlying logic is still untyped, and a 
semantical approach where a typed logic is used. For instance, [24] uses the notions 
of descriptive and prescn’ptive typing. For pragmatic reasons, one has to compro- 
mise between the expressive power of the type system and an efficient operational 
semantics. For instance, type systems integrated into logic programming that allow 
for unrestricted equational types are often considered to be very inefficient when it 
comes to implementing them. On the other hand, a system like Turbo Prolog is 
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much too inflexible in its type system and sacrifices much of the attractiveness of 
logic programming. 
In this paper, we show how the extension of logic programming to a powerful 
semantical type concept having sorts, subsort relationships, and parametric poly- 
morphism can be efficiently implemented on a WAM-like architecture. 
From an implementation point of view, type concepts for logic programming can 
be classified according to how much of the type information is handled at compile 
time and how much at run time. For instance, the polymorphic type system for 
Prolog presented in [211, which is based on the parametric polymorphism of ML 
[20, 91, is tailored such that compile-time type checking is sufficient. This is not the 
case in [13] and [14] where some of the restrictions in [21] are dropped, effectively 
also allowing ad hoc polymorphism which is then used for higher-order program- 
ming. For an implementation of AProlog [19, 221, types are also needed at run time 
through typed unification. In Godel [15], types play the central role in providing a 
logical semantics for meta-programming constructs. For most GSdel programs, 
static type checking is sufficient. The current GSdel system does not support 
dynamic type checking, but in some cases, Giidel types also have to be considered 
at ruil time. 
All approaches cited so far are many-sorted since they do not support hierarchi- 
cal relationships between types. Such subtype relationships are the characteristic 
feature for the so-called order-sorted setting. Although the well-known slogan 
“well-typed programs do not go wrong” in the sense as used in [9] is still valid in 
order-sorted logic programs, unification failures may occur due to incompatible 
type constraints, which is a consequence of the semantical approach to typing. In 
the order-sorted approach of Eqlog [ll] with subsort relationships, types are 
present at run time through typed unification. The same is true for, e.g., the 
approach of [16] and for LOGIN [2]. [lo] extends the polymorphic approach of [21] 
to an order-sorted setting, but poses some data flow restrictions to ensure that 
static type checking is sufficient. In TEL [27,231, order-sorted types are combined 
with parametric polymorphism, also requiring types to be present at run time; 
however, the current implementation of TEL is incorrect in the sense that 
solutions provided by the system are not always logical consequences of the input 
program. This is due to the fact that the implementation only uses the ordinary 
term unification of Quintus Prolog [27]. The type system of PROTOS-L [3] has 
been derived from TEL by disallowing explicit subtype relationships between 
polymorphic types. In addition to the concepts discussed in this paper, PROTOS-L 
has modules, deductive database access, an object-oriented interface to OSF/Motif, 
and various built-ins and extra-logical features [5]. 
A complete inference engine for PROTOS-L has been implemented, called 
PROTOS Abstract Machine (PAM) [25,71, extending the WAM [29,11 by the 
required polymorphic order-sorted unification. Starting with an abstract specifica- 
tion of polymorphic order-sorted resolution derived from [26] and tailored towards 
the type concept of PROTOS-L, we show how the PAM can be derived from the 
WAM. This extension is orthogonal to the WAM concepts realizing the AND/OR 
structure. Moreover, it is also orthogonal in the sense that any program part not 
exploiting the facilities of computing with subtypes is executed with almost the 
same efficiency as on the original WAM: in this case, only the original WAM 
instructions are used, and there is only a small low-level overhead in the tagging 
and trailing of value cells (cf. 5.2 and 7.1). 
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The major deviation from the WAM is in the term representation. The repre- 
sentation of terms is extended by modifying the WAM representation of unbound 
variables to hold the type restriction of the variables. Unification of terms can then 
still be carried out almost as in the WAM. Only when binding a variable x to 
another variable or nonvariable term t, the type restriction of x and also possibly 
the type restrictions of the variables occurring in t must be taken into account. 
This is reflected by a modification of the WAM low-level binding operation which 
in the PAM is also responsible for the type computations. 
Using Gurevich’s evolving algebras [12] and the WAM correctness proof in [Sl, a 
mathematical correctness proof for the PAM scheme of extending the WAM to 
run-time type constraints is given in [4]. 
Most of the work on the implementation of typed logic programming, including 
all of the related work cited above, has put the emphasis on compile-time type 
analysis and inferencing, and on methods of avoiding type considerations at run 
time. Our approach seems to be the first one to provide an implementation scheme 
based on an abstract machine for a logic programming language with polymorphic 
order-sorted typing. In the recent work of [17], a WAM-based implementation 
scheme for a logic programming language with ML-style typing (with the possibility 
of ad hoc polymorphism, and thus the necessity for run-time type checking) is 
presented, and an extension to a PROTOS-L implementation is outlined. We will 
compare the PAM implementation to this approach in Section 7.5 after having 
described the PAM low-level type computation procedures. 
The rest of this paper, which revises and extends the work reported in [7], is 
organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the characteristic features of 
PROTOS-L related to types. In Section 3, the required changes to the WAM are 
summarized, and in Section 4 and 5, the sort and symbol tables of the PAM are 
introduced. (Note: we will not make a clear cut distinction between sorts and types 
in this paper, and we use both terms interchangeably.) All PAM instructions 
responsible for unification are discussed in Section 6. In Section 7, we complete the 
PAM description by presenting all low-level instructions which differ from the 
WAM, and Section 8 contains some conclusions and points out possible extensions. 
2. POLYMORPHIC ORDER SORTED TYPES IN PROTOS-L 
2.1. Type Definitions 
In PROTOS-L, there are monomorphic types which are defined by enumerating 
their constructor functions (generating the elements of the given type) and/or by 
the union of subtypes. Thus, the monomorphic types are ordered by a partial order, 
denoted by _< . For reasons of completeness of the unification algorithm (for the 
order-sorted case without polymorphism, see [28]; for the polymorphic order-sorted 
case, see [26]), it is required that the monomorphic sort hierarchy forms a meet 
semi-lattice-i.e., lower bounds exist-with a smallest element (the empty type). 
We will denote this type both by J_ and BOTTOM in this paper. However, no 
program is allowed to contain BOTTOM explicitly. 
We assume that the greatest lower bound (GLB) of two sorts denotes their 
intersection; thus, if the GLB of two sorts s, and s2 is BOTTOM, then s1 and s2 
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denote disjoint sets. (For another interpretation of sort hierarchies, see, for 
instance, [6].) 
Polymorphic types are defined by enumerating their constructors, e.g., labeled 
binary trees which are generic in the type T of labels could be defined by: 
bin-tree(T):={leaf: T, 
left: bin-tree(T) XT, 
right: TXbin-tree(T), 
both: bin-tree(T) XTXbin-tree(T)]. 
Now, the term 
both(both(leaf(l), 2, leaf(5)), 3, left(leaf(4), 6)) 
is a term of type bin-tree (nat ) where nat is the built-in type of natural 
numbers {0, 1,2,3,. . .}. It represents the binary tree 
2 
All polymorphic types are monotonic functions with respect to the subtype 
relationships between monomorphic types, e.g., bin-tree (nat ) is a subtype of 
bin-tree (int) if nat is a subtype of int. However, no subtypes of a 
polymorphic type may be defined explicitly in a PROTOS-L program-as opposed 
to TEL where this is allowed. A major advantage of this restriction in PROTOS-L 
is that the subtype relationship between all instances of polymorphic types can be 
reduced to the subtype relationship between monomorphic types. Another advan- 
tage is that any polymorphic type applied to a (with respect to the type hierarchy) 
maximal type again yields a maximal type which is of great operational importance 
because of the approximations of type terms (see below). 
A PROTOS-L program consists of type and relation definitions. Each relation 
definition is a list of clauses together with a declaration of its argument domains. A 
part of a simple example program is the following: 
nat :={null)++posint. 
posint :={succ : nat}. 
list(S) := {nil, 
. : SXlist(S)}. 
double(S) :={p : SXS). 
pair(Sl,S2):={mk_pair : SlXS2). 
rel plus: nat Xnat Xnat. 
plus(null,N,N). 
plus(succ(M),N,succ(MN) )+plus(N,M,MN). 
rel transpose: double(S) Xdouble(S). 
transpose(p(X,Y),p(Y,X) ). 
rel no-null: list(nat)Xlist(nat). 
no_null(L,L)+L: list(posint). 
no_null(L,Ll) +treat_null(L, Ll). 
We will use the list constructor “.” as a right-associative infix operator. Of course, 
in the actual PROTOS-L system, the types nat, posint, and list(S) are 
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built-in types, but we will use their explicit definition as given above for illustration 
purposes in the examples of this paper. 
2.2. Type Checking and Type Inference 
An important requirement is that every program must be well-typed. Essentially, 
this means that every clause of the program is well-typed for a mapping of the 
variables occurring in that clause to appropriate types. In [27], algorithms for the 
automatic type checking and type inference in TEL are given; these algorithms can 
be used for PROTOS-L as well. 
Thus, for the rest of this paper, we assume that every clause is well-typed and 
comes with a so-called prejix P which has been derived automatically by the 
compiler and which assigns a type to every variable occurring in the clause. For 
instance, we have 
fYPe pre@ clause without ypes 
{N:nat} plus(null,N,N). 
{M:nat & N:nat & MN:nat} plus(succ(M),N,sucC(MN)) 
:-plus(N,M,MN). 
. . . 
(x:s SC Y:S} transpose(p(X,Y),p(Y,X)). 
{L:list(posint)) no_null(L,L). 
(L:list(nat) & Ll:list(nat)) no_null(L,Ll) + 
treat-null (L,Ll). 
for the clauses given above. Furthermore, [26] introduces the operationally impor- 
tant notion of approximations of type terms: type terms which are maximal in the 
lattice of type terms can be neglected during run time unification. In particular, 
due to the notion of parametric polymorphism, every type variable can be consid- 
ered maximal. Maximal types can be neglected in an operational semantics at run 
time since the type checking in the compiler ensures that the abstract machine will 
not produce an undetected type inconsistency. We also impose a restriction on the 
head of clauses already given in [211: the arguments in the clause head must always 
be of the “most general type,” i.e., a variant of the type in the declaration of the 
relation. 
The approximation 1 r of a type term T is obtained by systematically replacing 
every maximal type by the special symbol T (which we will refer to also as TOP): 
=T 
=T 
if T is a sort variable 
if T is a sort constant that is maximal in the 
partial order on the sorts 
1 t(T,, . . . ,T,) = T if JT~= ..* = .J7,=T 
I if [(r, , . . . , T,,) cannot be instantiated (see be- 
low) 
((Jri,..., 1 r,)otherwise 
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A type term can be instantiated or is inhabited if there is a ground term which 
belongs to that type. For instance, 1 i st( -L > can be instantiated by the empty list, 
whereas bin_ tree( 1) (Section 2.1) cannot be instantiated. 
From now on, we assume that every prefix of a clause has already been replaced 
by its approximation. In particular, this means that no program variable will have a 
type variable in its type restriction. For instance, {X : S & Y : S } is replaced by 
{X : T & Y : T I because the compiler can ensure type correctness statically. 
Now, a goal P&F consists of a prehx P and a set of equations and relational 
literals F such that F is well-typed under P. P&F is in solved form if 
P = Y1: tt,&-** &Y,: tt, 
F=X, At,&.+.&X,,, At,,, 
where we use the binary symbol G to couple two terms to be unified and where 
1. the Xi and yi are pairwise distinct, 
2. the Xi do not occur in tl;--, t,, and 
3. the type terms tti can be instantiated. 
Note that compared to the ordinary unsorted situation, F represents exactly the 
solution substitution, where P additionally assigns a type to the variables that are 
still free under the substitution F. 
2.3. Operational Semantics 
The operational semantics of Prolog realized in the WAM is based on SLD 
resolution with term unification. Similarly, the operational semantics of PROTOS-L 
realized in the PAM is SLD resolution with polymorphic order-sorted unification. 
The resolution rule (RES) is 
P&F&r(t,,...,t,) 
P&P’&F&t, 1 t;& *-- &t, G t:,&B 
if {P’} r(t;,...,tk) +-B 
is a variant of a program 
clause 
and the rules for polymorphic order-sorted unification needed for PROTOS-L are 
given in Figure 1 (the case with polymorphic subtypes is given in [26]). The rules for 
elimination (E), decomposition (D), binding (B), and orientation (0) are exactly as 
in the unsorted case (cf. [HI) except that the binding rule refers to the prefix 
computation rules (ESHDS). (ES) is the first elimination rule for (monomorphic) 
types and arises, e.g., from the binding rule (B) applied to 
which requires that the target sort s’ of the constructor f is a subsort of s. 
Similarly, the second elimination rule (ES’) applies if, in the situation above, X has 
type restriction T (in which case f could belong to a monomorphic or to a 
polymorphic type). 
The merging rule (MS) arises from the binding rule (B) applied to 
X:r&Y:7’&X~ Y 
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(D) P & E & f(tl,. ,tn)gf(t;, . ,t;) 
P & E&t,+ & ... & t,t:, 
03) 
P & z : T & E & s+t 
P' & o(E) & z-t 
if z occurs in E but not in t, and where 
D = {z/t} and P & t : T reduces to the 
prefix P’ using the rules (ES) . . . (DS) 
(0) 
P & E & t&z 
P&E&x&t 
if t is not a variable 
P&f(t,,...,t”):s 
P 
if f : s, s, ---t s’ and S’ < s. 
(ES’) P & f (tl, . , t,) : T P 
(MS) 
P&z:r&+:T 
P & z : hf(T, T’) 
FIGURE 1. The rules for polymorphic order-sorted unification: term unification part 
(E)-(D), and type prefix computation part (ESHDS). 
which requires to compute the injimum of two type terms. The infimum function 
generalizes the meet operation (i.e., greatest lower bounds) on the monomorphic 
sorts of the lattice of all type terms (with approximations): 
inf(T,T) =T 
inf(7, T) = 7 
inf( 7,~‘) = 7” if T and r ’ are sort constants with 
maximal common subsort 7” 
jnf(5(71,...,7,),5(T;,...,T,1))=4(jnf(71,7;),...,jnf(T,,7,’)) 
if ~(jnf(71,7;),...,jllf(7,,7,1)) 
can be instantiated 
Czf( 7,r’) = -L otherwise 
The decomposition rule (DS) arises from (B), e.g., when applied to 
X:1&( nut) & Y:irzt&L:lkt( int) &LX L Y.L 
where the infix list constructor 
.:rwXZist(a) +&(a) 
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corresponds to the general constructor declaration 
f:r; . . . d4s(q,...,%) 
in CDS). Note that the cri are necessarily variables since & is a polymorphic type 
constructor whose declaration may only contain such general type variables for its 
arguments. In the given example, CDS) propagates the type restrictions given by the 
arguments of the polymorphic list type term to the arguments of the list construc- 
tor “.“: 
X:ht( nut) &Y:i?zt&L:list( int) &Y:nat&L:Zist( nut) &X G Y.L 
Applying the rule (MS) twice and assuming inf(int, nut) = nut, we get 
X:list( nat) &Y:nat&L:Zist( nut) &X A Y.L 
In Section 6, we show how these unification rules, and in particular the prefix 
computation rules, are reflected in the definition of the machine instructions of the 
PAM. 
3. WHAT HAD TO BE CHANGED IN THE WAM 
In order to adapt the Warren Abstract Machine [29] to polymorphic order-sorted 
unification as required in PROTOS-L, most of its design could be left unchanged. 
This is true, in particular, for the realization of the AND/OR structure with choice 
points and environments, and for the general layout of the data areas consisting of 
the local stack, the global stack, the trail stack, and the various machine registers. 
Therefore, most WAM optimizations such as last call optimization and environ- 
ment trimming carry over to the PAM. So we will not describe these parts of our 
abstract machine, but refer to, e.g., the WAM tutorial in [ll. 
Executing polymorphic order-sorted programs, there is a central task to handle 
sorts in the machine. This will be done with the aid of a sort table containing the 
static sort information available at compile time. In addition, we have a symbol 
table containing information about each constructor, e.g., its domain and target 
sort (see Section 4). The representation of terms in the WAM has to be extended 
in order to accommodate the type restrictions of variables (Section 5). Finally, the 
WAM instructions and low-level operations responsible for unification have to be 
adapted (Sections 6 and 7). 
4. SORT AND SYMBOL TABLE 
4.1. Sort Table 
The sort table contains information about built-in sorts such as int and 1 i st, and 
about all user defined sorts. The purpose is to provide the unification procedures 
with access to the sort lattice defined by the program. Neglecting special represen- 
tation aspects here, the sort table is introduced in an abstract way. Therefore, we 
only talk about “sorts,” although sometimes their indices into the sort table are 
meant. 
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The main functions provided by the sort table are: 
l sort_is_subsort: SORT X SORT -+ BOOL 
sort_is_subsort (sl, s2) tests if sort sl is a subsort of s2. Both sorts 
are monomorphic. 
l sort_glb: SORT X SORT + SORT 
sort _ glb ( s 1, s2 ) computes the greatest lower bound of the monomor- 
phic sorts sl and s2. The GLB may be BOTTOM, indicating that sl and s2 
are disjoint (cf. Section 2.1). 
l sort_arity: SORT + INT 
sort_arity(s) is only used for polymorphic sorts s, e.g. 
sort_arity(list) = land sort_arity(pair) = 2. 
For polymorphic order-sorted unification, we also need to know whether for a 
polymorphic type term there is a term belonging to that type. (For monomorphic 
sorts, the compiler ensures that they are not empty, i.e., there is a ground term for 
every monomorphic sort different from BOTTOM.) For instance, given the (stan- 
dard) notions of 1 i st( CY) and pair( CY, /3 1 as given in the example at the end of 
Section 2.1, 1 i st (BOTTOM) can be instantiated to the empty list ni 1 as already 
pointed out in 2.2, while pair (BOTTOM, INTEGER) is empty since there is no pair 
without a first component. Therefore, the sort table also provides a function 
l inhabitation -mode: SORT X BOOL+ + BOOL 
which tells whether polymorphic terms of the given sort s can be instantiated, 
depending only on the emptyness of the argument ypes, but not on the arguments 
themselves. More precisely, inhabitation-mode ( s , (4,. . . , b, ) ) takes as pa- 
rameters a polymorphic sort s and n = sort _ ari ty ( s ) flags bi marking empty 
and nonempty parameter sorts with false and true, respectively. The result is 
true if and only if there exists a nonempty sort term s ( t t,, . . . , t t, ) where, for 
b,=false, tti is BOTTOM, and for b, = true, tti is a nonempty sort term. For 
instance, for the type definitions 
list(S):=(nil, 
.:SXlist(S)}. 
double(S):=[p:SXS}. 
pair(S1,S2):={mk-pair:S1XS2]. 
from Section 2.1, we have 
inhabitation_mode(list, (true))=true 
inhabitation_mode(list, (false))=true 
inhabitation_mode(double, (true))=true 
inhabitation_mode(double, (false) )=false 
inhabitation_mode(pair, (true,true))=true 
inhabitation_mode(pair, (false,true))=false 
inhabitation_mode(pair, (true,false))=false 
inhabitation_mode(pair, (false,false))=false 
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Assuming the number of type parameters n to be relatively small, for each 
polymorphic type s and for each pattern b = (b,, . . ., b,), the result of a call to 
inhabitat ion-mode ( s , b) can be precompiled. At run time, only a simple 
table look-up is performed. 
4.2. Symbol Table 
As done with sorts, we will use the notion of “constructor” or (Prolog) “functor” 
and the related identifier in the machine with no distinction. To get information 
about the constructor symbols and their arguments defined in the program, the 
symbol table provides the following functions. 
l constructor_arity: CONSTRUCTOR --j INT 
constructor_arity(c) returns the number of arguments of the con- 
structor c. 
l target_ sort: CONSTRUCTOR + SORT 
target -sort (c ) returns (a pointer to) the target sort of constructor c, 
i.e., the least sort to which c belongs. 
Note that the result of target-sort will be an index in the sort table, but 
as said before, there is no need to elaborate this point here (see 4.1). 
l constructor_arg: CONSTRUCTOR X INT -+ SOR’ITERM_INDEX 
constructor_arg (c, i) returns a pointer to the sort term which de- 
scribes the ith argument of c. 
Constructors and their sort information are represented in the symbol table in a 
similar way as constructors in the WAM-stack. The argument domains of the 
constructors are represented by special sort terms which are introduced in the next 
section. 
5. TERM REPRESENTATION 
The term representation in the WAM stacks has to be changed in order to 
accommodate the sort information assigned to unbound variables. Apart from this 
change, the term representation on the stack is as in the WAM: there are tags 
CONST, STRUC , and REF for constants, structures, and references. Additionally, 
for various built-in types such as integers, lists, arrays, and strings, there are special 
PAM tags which, however, will not be considered in detail. The current PAM 
implementation uses 4-byte words with one byte reserved for tags. Constructors 
only have a l-bit ag which is set to “1” while all remaining bits are used to 
represent the constructor itself; the corresponding bit in every other tag is “0.” 
5.1. Sort Terms 
The sort information attached to a variable (see below) may be a complex term; 
such sort terms are represented similarly to ordinary terms. The top sort is simply 
indicated by the tag S-TOP, while the value field is not used. In rare cases, we 
need the sort BOTTOM in sort terms, indicated by the tag S-BOTTOM, e.g., if there 
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is a variable restricted to 1 is t (BOTTOM) which may be instantiated later to ni 1. 
In the monomorphic case, all sorts can be represented by the tag S-MONO 
combined with an index into the sort table. When polymorphic sorts appear, the 
representation of sorts becomes more complex because these sorts have parame- 
ters. In analogy to constructors, these sort terms are described by an index of the 
sort to which the sort term belongs (e.g., 1 is t> followed by IZ sort terms describing 
the argument sorts where it is the arity of the polymorphic sort. 
Top sort: 
Bottom sort: 
S-TOP 
S-BOTTOM 
Monom. Sortterm: 
Sort-index 
Polym. Ref.: 
Polym. Sort: 
771 
I 
I I I 
. . . Sortterm n . . . 
I I I 
This representation of sort terms is also used in the PAM-code (see, e.g., the 
instruction get_x_poly X,, Ai, sortterm in Section 6.1). Additionally, this 
representation is used in the symbol table for the argument domains of construc- 
tors. In the case of a polymorphic constructor, such an argument domain-for 
instance, pointed to by the result of a function call 
constructor_arg (c, i 1 -may still contain type variables. The compiler num- 
bers the type variables occurring in a polymorphic type definition s ( Tl, . . . , Tn) 
from left to right. A variable in a sort term is then represented by the tag S_VAR 
followed by the variable number: 
Sort Variable: 
S-VAR 
I I 
Variable number 
I I I 
However, as already argued in Section 2, such sort variables do not occur in the 
run time stacks. They are replaced by ground sort terms when they are built up on 
the stack (cf. the PAM low-level procedure propagate ( ) in Section 7). 
5.2. Variables 
As explained before, the variables of the WAM which are indicated by a REF-tag 
and a self-referencing pointer are replaced by variables with sort restrictions. For 
optimization, a part of the sort information is coded into the tags FREE, FREE-M, 
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FREE-P which denote no sort (i.e., TOP), a monomorphic sort, and a polymorphic 
sort restriction, respectively. 
Free Variable: 
I I 
FREE34 Sort-index 
Monomorphic Var.: I 1 
I I 
FREES Stack-Address 
Polymorphic Var.: I I 1 J I I 
SSOLY Sort-index 
I I I I I 
Sortterm* 
I I I 
I I I 
sortterm n 
I I I 
The value field of a FREE variable contains no information. In the monomorphic 
FREE-M case, the value field holds the sort index of the variable, pointing to an 
entry in the sort table. Because polymorphic sort descriptions are bigger than a 
single value cell, the sort-restriction of a polymorphic variable is given by the 
address of the complex sort term. 
In [16], a WAM extension is proposed for the order-sorted case. The treatment 
corresponds to our case where the only variable tag is FREE-M. Our approach not 
only admits additionally polymorphic sorts, but is also an optimization because of 
the approximation realized by the tag FREE. If a program does not use any subsort 
relationship, only FREE variables will occur at run time, thus disposing any sort 
processing, whereas in [16], the sort informations of an order-sorted program 
always have to be considered at run time. 
6. INSTRUCTIONS FOR UNIFICATION 
As argued above, the AND/OR structure of the WAM carries over to the PAM, 
but the term representation (and thus also, e.g., the trailing of variables for 
backtracking) has to be changed. Since the essential difference in the term 
representation comes with the representation of the variables, all WAM instruc- 
tions that 
. create a new variable, or 
l bind a variable 
have to be modified. These instructions are the instructions responsible for 
unification, namely, the 
l get instructions to be used for the arguments in the clause head, 
l put instructions to be used for the arguments in the body of a clause, 
l unify instructions to be used for the nested arguments of a structure. 
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In the following subsections, we will not present the PAM instructions grouped by 
these three classes because the differences from the WAM to the PAM can be 
better highlighted by separately looking at the instructions (1) for the first occur- 
rence of a variable, (2) for the nonfirst occurrences of a variable, and (3) for 
constants and structures. As it will turn out, only the instructions belonging to first 
group will get an additional sort parameter. 
6.1. First Occurrence of a Variable in a Clause 
In each of the put, get, and unify instruction classes, there is one WAM instruction 
that is generated by he compiler for the first temporary variable occurrence in that 
clause, namely: 
(1) get-x-variable X,, Ai 
(2) put-x-variable X,, A, 
(3) unify_x_variable X, 
In the PAM, the type restrictions of variables have to be taken into account. The 
statically derived type of a variable that is available at compile time is therefore 
used when the variable occurs for the first time in a clause. Thus, depending on 
whether that type is the maximal type restriction TOP, a monomorphic type 
restriction sort, or a polymorphic type restriction sortterm, the compiler for the 
PAM generates 
(1.1) get-x-free X,, 4 
(1.2) get_x_mono X,, Ai, sort 
(1.3) get_x_poly x,, 4, sortterm 
respectively, for the first occurrence of X, in an argument position of a clause head. 
Similarly, the put-x-variable x,, 4 and unify-x-variable X,, instruc- 
tions from the WAM are replaced in the PAM by 
(2.1) put-x-free X,, Ai (3.1) unify-x-free X, 
(2.2) put-mono X,, Ai, sort (3.2) unify_x_mono X,, 
sort 
(2.3) put-x-POlY x,, Ai, sortterm (3.3) unify_x_poly X,, 
sortterm 
respectively. 
Here is a complete description of these nine PAM instructions where X, is a 
temporary variable occurring the first time in a clause as the ith argument and the 
register nextmg (simply called register S in [l]) points to the next argument 
subterm of a structure to be unified: 
l get-x-free (X,,A,) 
Reset register X, to the value given by Ai. 
l get_x_mono (X,,A,,sort) 
Put a FREE-M value cell restricted to sort into X,. Unify register X, with 
register Ai. If unification does not succeed, backtracking takes place. 
l get_x_poly (X,,Ai, sortterm) 
Put a FREE_ P value cell restricted to sortterm into X,. Unify the register X, 
with register Ai. If unification does not succeed, backtracking takes place. 
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l put-x-free (X,,A,) 
Create a new unrestricted FREE value cell on the global stack and reset X, 
and Ai to reference this value cell. 
l put_x_mono (X,,A,,sod 
Create a new FREE-M value cell restricted to sort on the global stack and 
reset X, and Ai to reference this value cell. 
l put_x_pdy (X,,Ai,sotiterm) 
Create a new FREE-P value cell restricted to sortterm on the global stack 
and reset X, and Ai to reference this value cell. 
l unify-x-free (X,) 
In write mode, an unbounded FREE value cell is inserted at naturg. A 
reference to nexturg is put into X, and naturg is incremented. In read mode, 
a reference to nextulg is put into X, and nexturg is incremented. 
0 uniQ_x_mono (X,, sort) 
In write mode, an unbound FREE-M value cell restricted to sort is inserted at 
nextq. A reference to nexturg is put into X, and nexturg is incremented. 
In read mode, a new FREE-M value cell restricted to sort is created on the 
global stack. A reference to the new value cell is put into X,, and finally X, 
and nexturg are unified and nexturg is incremented. If unification does not 
succeed, backtracking takes place. 
l unify_x_poly (X,, sortterm) 
In write mode, an unbound FREE-P value cell restricted to sortterm is 
inserted at nextq. A reference to nexturg is put into X, and nextq is 
incremented. 
In read mode, a new FREE-P value cell restricted to sortterm is created on 
the global stack. A reference to the new value cell is put into X,, and finally 
X, and nextq are unified and nextulg is incremented. If unification does 
not succeed, backtracking takes place. 
Analogously to these instructions, for the first occurrence of a temporary variable, 
the WAM instructions for the first occurrence of a permanent variable are each 
split into three PAM instructions. 
Note that get instructions for variables occurring in the head of a clause only 
need an additional sort argument if the statically derived type for the variable is 
different from (i.e., less than) the corresponding type in the declaration of the 
predicate. If these types are identical, the caller of the predicate already ensures 
the appropriate typing, and thus a simple get-x-free instruction would be 
sufficient. 
If any of the above instructions calls the low-level unification procedure, the 
calling context can be used to enter the unification routine at a point where 
redundant tests are not repeated. These obvious optimizations can be applied at 
several other places, and will not be mentioned explicitly in the sequel. 
6.2. Nonfirst Occurrences of a Variable in a Clause 
The instructions presented in the previous subsection are the only PAM instruc- 
tions with an explicit sort argument in their parameters. For every nonfirst 
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occurrence of a variable, the type restriction derived statically at compile time 
(which has already been taken into account at the first occurrence) is no longer 
relevant. Instead, the actual dynamic type restrictions of the variables which have 
been derived so far during run time have to be taken into account. 
Apart from using the modified low-level functions, the PAM instructions for the 
nonfirst occurrence of a variable are as in the WAM with the following slight 
modification: when globalizing a variable with put -unsafe-value Y,, Ai, 
unify_x_local_value X,, or unify_y_local_value Y,,, the complete 
value cell must be copied in order to keep the sort restriction. 
6.3. Constants and Structures 
For the constants and structures occurring in the head and the body of a clause, 
the instructions put-constant const,% and put_structurefunct,A, are as in 
the WAM. When binding a FREE-M variable to a term in the get -constant 
const,% and unify-constant const instructions, the target sort of const must 
be a subsort of the variable’s sort restriction. In the FREE and FREE-P cases, no 
check is necessary. The only instruction with a major modification is: 
l get-x_ structure (func, Ail 
If Ai references a structure labeled by the functor func, nextarg is reset to the 
first argument of the structure and the machine continues in read mode. 
Otherwise, if Ai references a variable, we have three cases: 
Ai is unrestricted (FREE): 
A new structure with functor func is created on the global stack, and the 
machine continues in write mode. 
Ai is monomorphic (FREE-M): 
If the target sort of func is a subsort of Ai’s sort, then a new structure with 
functor func is created on the global stack and the machine continues in 
write mode; else backtracking is initiated. 
Ai is polymorphic (FREE_ P): 
If the arguments of a skeleton structure with functor func can be re- 
stricted according to the declaration of func and Ai’s type restriction (this 
is called propagation, cf. the example below), then a new structure with 
functor func is created on the global stack with accordingly restricted new 
variables and the machine continues in write mode; else backtracking is 
initiated. 
Additionally, if any of the three steps above is executed without initiating 
backtracking, the value cell referenced by Ai is trailed and then reset to 
reference the newly created structure, and nextarg is reset to the first 
argument of the structure. 
Note that the rules (ES’), (ES), and CDS) (see Figure 11 are reflected in the 
get-structure instruction by the cases 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The difference 
in the corresponding WAM instruction is encountered when Ai references a free 
variable with a monomorphic or polymorphic type restriction. 
As illustrated in the example given in Section 2 with respect to the decomposi- 
tion rule CDS), the type restrictions for the arguments of a polymorphic type must 
be propagated to the arguments of the structure given in the clause head. For 
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instance, if Ai’s type restriction is list (nat ) and jimc is the list constructor “.“, 
then 
get_structure(.,%) c*> 
creates a skeleton structure X,.X, with the new variable X, restricted to nat and X, 
restricted to list (nat ) . If Ai’s type restriction is 1 ist (BOTTOM) (cf. 4.11, then 
(*> would cause backtracking since the type restriction BOTTOM cannot be propa- 
gated onto a variable. The propagation is achieved by a call of the low-level PAM 
function propagate (see 7.4). The thus created n (= arity of the constructor) 
value cells with the correct type restriction will be unified in the following n unify 
instructions for the arguments of the structure when the machine continues in read 
mode. 
In addition to the PAM get, put, and unify instructions presented above, there 
are also instructions which are the PAM equivalents of specialized WAM instruc- 
tions for dealing with built-in lists and integers (e.g., get _ni 1 or put _ 1 i st). 
7. LOW-LEVELINSTRUCTIONS 
There are a number of auxiliary WAM functions that are used in the definitions of 
the machine instructions responsible for unification. Here, we will describe where 
the PAM low-level functions differ from the WAM, referring to the description in 
[l], and which additional operations are required for type handling. Thus, we will 
refer to the memory where the data are stored as STORE, and STORE [i I may 
contain a tagged value cell, written <t , v>, such that STORE[ il. tag=t and 
STORE[i]. value=v 
7.1. Dereferencing, Unification, and Trailing 
The dereference function stops when the first non-REF tag is encountered since 
free variables in the PAM have a tag different from REF. The trailing operation 
not only saves the address a of a variable, but also its contents STORE [al 
containing its type restriction. Therefore, the WAM operations trail, 
unwind-trail, and tidy-trail must be modified accordingly. 
The rules for polymorphic order-sorted unification as given in Figure 1 consist 
of the ordinary term unification rules plus additional type computation rules which 
are applied each time a variable is bound. Thus, the low-level unify operation is as 
described in [l]; only the binding procedure has to be modified. However, whereas 
the binding procedure in the WAM never causes backtracking, the PAM binding 
procedure (and also some additional auxiliary procedures called by it> may detect a 
unification failure, and may thus initiate backtracking. 
7.2. Binding 
The complete PAM procedure bind (split into four subprocedures) is given in 
Figures 2-5. When bind (a,, a2) is called, at least one argument must be 
unbound. The condition in Figure 2 ensures that in the case where both arguments 
are unbound, the highest address is always bound to the lower one (for a discussion 
of this WAM binding discipline, see [l]). 
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procedure bind(a~, a2 : address) 
if STORE[al].tag E {FREE, FREE-M, FREE-P} and 
((STORECaJ.tag @ {FREE, FREE-M, FREE-P}) or (a* < al>> 
then bind_first_arg(al, az> 
else bind_first_arg(az, al) 
FIGURE 2. The bind operation (part 1). 
procedure bind_first_arg(al, a2 : address) 
case STORECal] .tag of 
FREE : trail(aI); STORECal] := (REF, az); 
FREE-M: bind_FREE_M(al, az); 
FREES: bind_FREE_P(al, az); 
endcase 
FIGURE 3. The bind operation (part 2). 
procedure bind_FREE-M(al, a2 : address) % monomorphic variable 
Vl := STORE[al].value; % tag at al is FREE.3 
v2 := STORE[a2].value; 
case STORE[azl .tag of 
FREE : trail(a2); STORE[a2] := STORECal]; 
trailcal); STORE[all := (REF, az); 
FREE-M: glb := sort_glb(vl,vz); 
if glb = BOTTOM 
then fail_and_backtrack 
else if v2 # glb then 
begin trail(a2); STORE[az].value := glb; 
end 
trail(al); STCIRE[al] := (REF, az); 
FREE4: % not reached 
CONST : s := target_sort(vz); 
if not sort_is_subsort(s, vl> 
then fail-an&backtrack; 
trail(al); STORECal] := STORE[a2]; 
STRUC : s := target_sort(STClRE[v2]); 
if not sort_is_subsort(s, vl) 
then fail-and-backtrack ; 
trail(al); STORE[al] := STORE[a2]; 
endcase 
FIGURE 4. The bind operation (part 3). 
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procedure bind_FREE_P(al, a2 : address) % polymorphic variable 
Vl := STORE [al].value; Y. tag at al is FREES 
v2 := STORE[az].value; 
case STORE[az].tag of 
FREE : trail(a2); STORE[a2] := STORE[al]; 
trailcal); STORECal] := (REF, ar); 
FREE-M: ‘/. not reached 
FREE-P: inf := infimum(vl,vz); 
if STORE[inf].tag = S-BOTTOM 
then fail-and-backtrack 
else if v2 # inf then 
begin trail(a2); STORE[azl.value := inf; 
end 
trailcal); STORECall := (REF, az); 
CONST : Y, no subsort test necessary 
trailcal); STORECall := STORECaJ; 
STRUC : propagateCar, a21 ; 
% propagate may call fail_and_backtrack 
trail(aI); STORECall := STORECazl; 
endcase 
FIGURE 5. The bind operation (part 4). 
The binding of unrestricted FREE variables is the same as in the WAM (case 
FREE in Figure 3). When dealing with monomorphic variables (procedure 
bind-FREE-M in Figure 4), the subsort relationships must be taken into account. 
This is realized by using the interface functions of the sort and symbol tables, cf. 
Section 4. Note that due to the restriction that polymorphic types may not be 
subtypes of each other (see 2.1), and since only well-typed programs and queries 
are considered, the case of binding a FREE-M variable to a FREE-P variable (and 
vice versa) cannot occur. 
When binding a polymorphic variable (procedure bind-FREE-P in Figure 51, 
there are four cases similar to the monomorphic case, depending on the second 
argument a2. When binding two variables with polymorphic type restrictions (case 
FREE-P in Figure 51, the function 
function infimum(a,, a2 : address) : address 
% the tag at a, must be a sort term tag (Sec. 5.1) 
% the tag at a2 must be a sort term tag 
is used (realizing the inf function of Section 2; for its definition, see Sec. 7.3). The 
returned address inf points to a type term representing the infimum of both given 
type terms. Thus, either STORE[infl.tag=S_POLY or STORE[infl.tag= 
S _ BOTTOM, the latter indicating unification failure. 
In the case of binding an address a, with polymorphic type restriction to a 
nonconstant structured term in a2 (case STRUC in Figure 5), the procedure 
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procedure propagate(a,, a2 : address) 
% the tag at a, must be FREKP 
% the tag at a2 must be STRUC 
propagates the type restrictions enforced by the type restriction of the variable 
(given by address a,) to the arguments of the given term. As in the get _ s t ruc- 
ture instruction, the decomposition rule (DS) of Figure 1 is reflected here. Note 
that-as opposed to the monomorphic case--there is no need for a subsort test 
between the target sort of the constructor of the term and the (top-level) sort 
symbol of the variable because all polymorphic sort symbols are maximal (cf. the 
discussion in Section 2). How the propagation is achieved is described in Sec. 7.4. 
7.3. Polymorphic Injimum 
Computation of the infimum of two sort terms is achieved by the function 
inf imum depicted in Figure 6. At the two addresses a, and a2 given as input, there 
must be sort terms. If either of them is TOP or BOTTOM, the result can be obtained 
immediately. Otherwise, a switch on the sort tag is made. In all three arising cases 
(S-MONO, S_REF, and S_ POLY), the computation follows the same structure: 
Compute the infimum inf at the next lower level (by looking at the value 
parts v, and v2 of the two given arguments aI and a,). 
Optimization step: If the infimum inf is already given by al, then return a,; 
if it is given by a2, then return a2. Thus, no additional heap space is needed. 
If inf is BOTTOM, then return a (constant) reference Bottom_Ref to a 
S-BOTTOM-tagged value cell. (Note that this is also an optimization; one 
could just as well create a new sort term cell on the heap.) 
Otherwise, create a new sort term with value inf on the heap. (The global 
variable H used in Figure 6 when creating a new sort item on the heap always 
points to the top of the heap; thus, it is exactly the same as the variable H 
used in 111.) 
For instance, in the case of a polymorphic sort term (case S_POLY), the infimum 
of all arguments of the polymorphic sort constructor must be determined (step 1). 
The two following if-conditions realize the optimization step 2: if the result is 
already given in a, (resp. a,), then a, (resp. az> can be returned as result. If the 
resulting sort term is not inhabited (cf. Section 4.11, the result is BOTTOM (step 3). 
Otherwise the new sort term is created on the heap and its address is returned as 
result (step 4). 
7.4. Polymorphic Propagation 
Before discussing the propagate procedure in detail, let us first give an example. 
Consider the type definition 
bin-tree(T) :=(leaf: T, 
left: bin-tree(T) XT, 
right: TXbin_tree(T), 
both: bin-tree(T) XTXbin_tree(T)}. 
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function infimum(al, a2 : address) : address % called in bind_FREE-P 
% the tags at al and a2 must be sort term tags (Sec. 5.1) 
if STORE[al].tag = S-BOTTOM or STORE [a21. tag = S-TOP then return al; 
if STORE[a2].tag = S-BOTTOM or STORE[al].tag = S-TOP then return a2; 
Vl := STORE[al].value; 
v2 := STORE[a2].value; 
case STORECal] .tag of 
S-MONO : 
S-REF : 
S_POLY : 
endcase 
inf := sort_glb(vl,vz); 11. 
if inf = v1 then return al ; 
if inf = v2 then return a2 ; 1 
2. 
if inf = BOTTOM then return Bottom_Ref; 13. 
STORE[H] := (S-MONO, inf); 
H := H + I; 
1 
4. 
return H - I; 
inf := infimum(vl,vz); 
if inf = v1 then return al; 
if inf = v2 then return a2 ; 
if STORE[~~~] .tag = S-BOTTOM then returninf; 
sToREDi := (s_REF, inf); 
H := H + I; 
return H - 1; 
arity := sort_arity(vl); 
declare inf[l,... ,arityl; 
for i = I,... ,arity do 
inf[il := infimum(al+i,az+i>; 
if forall i E {l,...,arity} . infCi1 = al+i 
then return al; 
if forall i E {l,...,arity} . inf Cil = a2+i 
then return a2; 
declare b[l,... ,arityl array of bool; 
for i = I,... ,arity do 
bkl := STORE[inf[i]] .tag # S-BOTTOM; 
if inhabitation_mode(v~,(bCll,...,bkuityl) = false 
then return Bottom_Ref; 
STORE[Hl := STORECal]; 
for i = l,...,arity do 
STORE[H+i] := STORE[inf[ill; 
H := H + arity + I; 
TeturnH - arity - I; 
FIGURE 6. The infimum operation for sort terms. 
of binary trees from Section 2.1. Suppose that B is a variable of type 
bin-tree (nat), and E, and T are free variables with no (i.e., TOP) type 
restriction, and we want to bind B to the term left (right (2 ,T) ; El. That kin 
the presence of the type constraints 
B:bin_tree(nat) & E:TOP & T:TOP 
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we want to perform the binding 
BGleft(right(2,T),E) (7 
The type restriction of B must be propagated to the data term 
left (right (2, T) , E) . Now, in general, the arguments of the data term (in the 
example, right ( 2, T) and E) must be restricted to the respective argument 
domains of the top level functor (here, the bin-tree constructor left> where 
each type variable in an argument domain in its declaration (here left : 
bin-tree(T) X T + bin-tree (T)) is replaced by the respective argument of 
the type term given by B (here, replacing T by nat, which yields left : 
bin_tree(nat) Xnat+bin_tree(nat)). 
In an implementation, this can be achieved in two steps. First, a new term 
f(X 1,. . . ,x, ) (in the example, left (x, , X, ) > is created with appropriately type- 
restricted new variables xi (here, X, : bin_ tree (nat ) and X, : nat), and second, 
this new term is unified with the term given by a2. Thus, in the example, the type 
constraint 
left(right(2,T),E) : bin-tree(nat) 
that has to be solved when performing the binding (*> is reduced to the unification 
problem 
left(X,,X,) Gleft(right(2,T),E) 
with type-constrained new variables X, : bin-tree (nat) and X, : nat. (In fact, 
this is a slight simplification of the representation over the actual PAM implemen- 
tation where the top-level functor (here, left) would not be generated since it is 
not needed; instead, the binding of the n argument variables of the new term can 
be called directly.) 
When the procedure propagate (a,, a2) (Figure 7) is called, the first argu- 
ment is a polymorphically restricted variable (thus, with tag FREE-P), while the 
second argument is a compound term (thus, the tag at a2 must be STRLJC). In 
the example just given, propagate (a,, a2) would be called with a2 pointing to 
the (representation of the) term left (right ( 2 , T) , E) , and with a, pointing to 
the (representation of the) variable B : bin_ tree (nat ) . 
The procedure propagate ( a,, a2) starts the generation of the new term by 
writing the top level functor on the heap and temporarily saving its address in 
s ke 1 et on. Then for every argument position i of the top level constructor, a new 
variable Xi is written on the heap the address h(i) = skeleton+ 1+ i. The type 
restriction of xi is defined by the ith argument domain in the declaration of the 
constructor (which is given by cons t rut t or_arg (c , i )> where type variables 
are instantiated by the corresponding type term arguments given by v,. In order to 
create each variable xi in the skeleton with its correct type, X,'S type restriction is 
put into the heap at address h(i) by the procedure 
procedureput_sortterm(d : sortterm-index, v,h : address) 
% d points to a sort term in the symbol table (Sec. 4.2) 
% the tag at v is S-POLY 
% h is the heap address where the sortterm is put 
put _ sort t erm ( d , v, h 1 “copies” the sort term referenced by d from the symbol 
table to the heap and returns its heap address. However, instead of just copying, 
two additional modifications are carried out. 
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procedure propagate(al , a2 : address) ; % called in bind-FREE-P 
% the tag at al must be FREE-P 
‘/. the tag at a2 must be STRUC 
Vl : = STORE [al 1. value ; 
v2 : = STORE [a21 . value ; 
C := STORE[vz] .value; % constructor 
skeleton := II; % address of new skeleton term 
STORE [Ii] := (s-REF, H+I); 
STORE[H+l] := c; 
‘/, STEP 1: create skeleton term 
H:= H + 2 + constructor_arity(c) ; 
let h(i) = skeleton + 1 + i; % position of i-th argument 
for i = l,... ,constructor_arity(c) do 
put_sortterm(constructor-arg(c,i), ~1, h(i)) ; 
case STORE [h(i)1 . tag of 
S-TOP : STORE[h(i)] .tag := FREE; 
S-MONO : STORE[h(i)] .tag := FREE-M; 
S_REF : STORE[h(i)] .tag := FREE-P; 
S-BOTTOM : fail_and_backtrack; 
endcase ; 
unify_skeleton(a2, skeleton) ; % STEP 2: unify skeleton term 
FIGURE 7. The propagate operation. 
1. Type term instantiation: 
Each type variable IS_VAR, k> that is read from the symbol table represen- 
tation is replaced by STORE [v+ k I , the kth argument of the type term given 
by v. This simple replacement realizes the type term instantiation as it occurs 
in the decomposition rule CDS) in Figure 1. 
For instance, for the first argument of the 1 e f t constructor in our bin_ tree 
example above, d points to (the representation of) bin_ tree(cyI) in the 
symbol table, v points to bin-tree (nat 1 whose first argument is nat , h 
is h(l), and put_sortterm(d,v,h) writes bin_tree(nat) at the ad- 
dress h(l) on the heap. Thus, STORE[ h(l)] will then contain <S_REF , p> 
with STORE[p]=<S_POLY, bin-tree> and STORE[p+ll=<S_MONO, 
nat>. 
Similarly, for the second argument of the left constructor, d points to (the 
representation of) CX~ in the symbol table, v still points to bin-tree (nat ) , 
h is h(2), and put_sortterm(d,v,h) would thus write nat, yielding 
STORE[h(2)]=<S_MONO, nat>. 
2. Approximation of type terms: 
Moreover, the procedure put _ sort t erm computes the approximation (see 
Section 2.2) of the thus instantiated type term. Therefore, 
put_sortterm(d,v,h) may also write an S-TOP or S-BOTTOM tagged 
sort term. For instance, instantiating the type variable CX~ in bin_tree(cY1) 
by TOP yields bin_ tree (TOP 1 whose approximation is TOP, and instantiat- 
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ing crl by BOTTOM yields bin_ tree (BOTTOM) whose approximation is 
BOTTOM since bin-tree (BOTTOM) is not inhabited (see 2.2). 
After put _ sort t erm( . . . ) has written the type term for xi's type restriction at the 
address h(i), the procedure propagate converts the top level tag at h(i) to the 
corresponding tag for a variable. Note that indeed only the top-level type term tag 
at h(i) is changed; any deeper nested type terms remain unchanged: the sort term 
tag S-TOP is replaced by the tag FREE for an unrestricted free variable, S-MONO 
is replaced by FREE-M, and S_REF by FREE-P. If h(i)‘s tag is S-BOTTOM, 
backtracking is initiated immediately since Xi: BOTTOM is an inconsistent type 
constraint. This case occurs, e.g., when trying to bind x : list (BOTTOM) (which 
itself is not inconsistent-see the discussion in 4.1) to the term Y. L; then 
backtracking occurs since the type restriction of the first argument variable of the 
skeleton term would have to be BOTTOM. 
When all argument variables have been written on the heap, in the second step 
of the propagate procedure, unify_skeleton(a,, skeleton) unifies a2 
with the newly generated term. The easiest way to express what happens in the 
procedure unify_skeleton(... ) is to view it as a recursive call to the unify 
procedure. (In the actual implementation, the PAM exploits the fact that only a 
special part of the general unification is needed here. Indeed, for each argument, 
the respective binding procedure can be called directly since the second argument 
is guaranteed to be an unbound variable.) Note that, therefore, unify-skele- 
tord . . .I also may cause a unification failure and initiate backtracking. 
7.5. Comparison with an Alternative Abstract Machine 
After having presented the PAM procedures for type computations, let us now 
comment on the approach of [17] to an abstract machine implementation of a 
polymorphic order-sorted logic programming. The original goal of [17] is aimed 
towards an implementation of AProlog [22] which includes higher-order unifica- 
tion, but they also describe an extension of their machinery to cope with the type 
system of PROTOS-L and compare it to the PAM. 
The basic machinery of 1171 already gives a major difference in the representa- 
tion of terms. Instead of just one value cell as used in the WAM or the PAM, each 
symbol in a term uses three value cells in [17] where the two additional cells hold 
pointers to a table of type skeletons and type environments, respectively, allowing 
for structure sharing of type terms. Thus, for each term and every subterm, a type 
information is kept, instead of just for the variables as in the PAM. Moreover, 
when moving to the order-sorted case, all subterms of a structure corresponding to 
an argument with a polymorphic type variable get an additional level of indirection 
by the use of specially tagged variables. Therefore, the representation of 
right(X,Y) with X:posint and Y:bin_tree(nat) requires 20 heap cellsin 
[17], as opposed to just 5 heap cells in the PAM. Moreover, if int is maximal and 
Y: bin_ tree ( int ) , the optimized representation in the PAM requires only 3 
heap cells, just as in the original WAM. No similar optimization is given in [17]. 
In the set of machine instructions in [17], there are type term unification 
instructions which are separated from the usual WAM unification instructions for 
(untyped) term unification. No difference is made between monomorphic and 
polymorphic type unification on the level of instructions. On the other hand, the 
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PAM has specialized instructions that combine particular cases of typed unification 
(e.g., unify_x_mono or unify_x_poly) with ordinary term unification. For 
instance, [17] gives the code for compiling a clause of the form 
p(f(X,Y))+Y:ll(nat). 
with p:int, f: 11(T) X11(T) +11(T), X:ll(int), and Y:ll(nat), 
which consists of 16 machine instructions. The corresponding PAM code just 
consists of the four instructions 
get-structure f, A, 
unify-x_poly X,, ll(int) 
unify-x_poly X,, ll(nat) 
proceed 
where, assuming 
replaced by 
again that int is maximal, the second instruction would be 
unify-x-free X, 
The internal complexity of each of these PAM instructions does not seem to be 
greater than the complexity of the instructions in [17]. These specialized instruc- 
tions are possible in the PAM since the type system of PROTOS-L is more 
specialized than the type system of [17]. A major difference between the approach 
of [17] and the PAM is the occurrence of type variables at run time. Since [ 171 aims 
at an implementation on AProlog, type variables also are essential at run time. On 
the other hand, as described in Section 2, the operational semantics of PROTOS-L 
does not deal with type variables at run time, and therefore, type variables do not 
occur in the stacks of the PAM. This excludes the treatment of general higher-order 
unification as needed for AProlog, but enables various PAM optimizations de- 
scribed in this paper. 
8. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK 
Starting from an abstract specification of polymorphic order-sorted resolution, we 
have shown how the WAM can be extended accordingly, mainly by 
l managing a sort table and extending the symbol table, 
l adding types to data structures in the stacks, 
adding type parameters to the instructions handling the first 
variables, and 
occurrences of 
0 adding type computations to the low-level bind procedure. 
This extension is orthogonal in the sense that any program part not exploiting the 
facilities of computing with subtypes is executed with almost the same efficiency as 
on the original WAM since none of the new PAM instructions is used; the only 
low-level overhead is in the PAM’s extended tagging scheme and the value trailing. 
On the other hand, any typed program exploiting, e.g., the possibilities of comput- 
ing with subtypes can take advantage of the type constraint handling facilities in 
the PAM which would have to be simulated by additional explicit program clauses 
in an untyped version. One of the main principles of the WAM-to compile parts 
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of the complex unification procedure into specialized instructions-has been 
applied to the type computation in the PAM where the instructions are further 
split according to a variable’s (static) type restriction. 
Among the features of PROTOS-L and the PAM not described here are various 
additional extensions and built-ins which are needed in a practical programming 
language [5]. The switch instructions are extended in order to use the type 
information of variables, providing further means to use types in guiding the 
inference process by avoidance of backtracking and support of determinacy detec- 
tion. There are several built-ins related to sorts worth to be mentioned. In Section 
2, we stated that a solution consists of bindings to variables together with sort 
restrictions for unbound variables. Using the information in the sort and symbol 
tables, there are built-ins for enumerating all possible instantiations of variables 
restricted to some sort. Furthermore, there are some meta-programming-like 
facilities to check and compare the types of variables without restricting them. We 
have also included built-in arrays which nicely fit into the polymorphic type concept 
of the language. The PROTOS-L system with the PAM is implemented on IBM 
RS/6000 workstations, IBM RT/PC 6150, and IBM PS/2 under the AIX operat- 
ing system. 
There are various possible extensions of the PAM, e.g., the integration of 
higher-order programming (cf. the discussion in the previous section), the dropping 
of the restriction that polymorphic types may not have explicitly defined subtypes, 
or the definition of types by a set of attributes in an object-oriented way. Another 
extension that has recently been carried out in the PROTOS project is the 
orthogonal integration of a finite domain constraint solver into the PAM. 
The work reported here has been carried out within the EUREKA project PROTOS (‘logic Program- 
ming Tools for Building Expert Systems,” EU56) while the authors were at IBM Germany’s Scientific 
Center. We would like to thank all members of the PROTOS project team at the IBM Institute for 
Knowledge Based Systems for their enthusiastic support of the project, in particular our former 
colleague Heiner Semle who implemented the first prototype of the PAM. Thanks also to the 
anonymous referees for their helpful comments. 
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